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Abstract 
On July 4th, 2005, in celebration of our nation’s birthday, NASA’s Deep Impact Impactor spacecraft collided with comet Tempel1 at 
10km/sec – marking the first hypervelocity impact of a celestial body by a human-made spacecraft.  With closing speeds of 23,000 mph, 
the Impactor’s active guidance system steered it to impact on a sunlit portion of the comet’s surface. As it closed in on Tempel 1, the 
Impactor’s camera relayed close-up images of the comet’s surface to the Flyby spacecraft for downlink to Earth. Meanwhile, the Flyby 
spacecraft used its two instruments to image the impact and then continued to photograph the comet as it followed its orbital path around 
the Sun. The primary science data was returned to Earth in near real-time, and all data was returned to Earth within 24 hours of the 
encounter.  
For the NASA Discovery-class Deep Impact mission, a two-part Deep Impact spacecraft was constructed: the Impactor spacecraft and the 
impact characterization (flyby) spacecraft, and an associated suite of surveillance instruments.  These instruments included one high 
resolution visible imager, two identical medium-resolution visible imagers (one on the flyby and one on the Impactor) and one infrared 
spectrometer.  The two-part spacecraft launched together in January 12, 2005 and separated on July 3rd, 24 hours before reaching its 
Tempel 1 target. The Impactor separated from the flyby spacecraft and autonomously positioned itself directly in front of the encroaching 
Tempel 1 comet for a spectacular hypervelocity impact. 
 
This paper highlights portions of the article Deep Impact: Excavating Comet Tempel 1 written by the Deep Impact science team and 
published in Science as well as on-line by Science Express, 09/08/05. 
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Introduction 
Deep Impact was the eighth mission in NASA’s Discovery Program and the first mission ever to attempt an impact with 
a comet nucleus to probe beneath its surface.  The Deep Impact program team consisted of the University of Maryland 
(UM), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corp. (BATC).   The scientific objectives 
of the mission, as taken from the NASA Discovery Program Plan were:  
 
“The Deep Impact mission will fly to and impact a short-period comet understood to have a nuclear radius of >2km 
(large enough so that it will sustain a crater of cometesimal size and ensure reliable targeting).  The direct intent of the 
impact is to excavate a crater of approximately 100m in diameter and 25 m in depth.  The overall scientific objectives are to: 
1. Dramatically improve the knowledge of key properties of a cometary nucleus and, for the first time, assess 
directly the interior of a cometary nucleus by means of a massive Impactor hitting the surface of the nucleus 
at high velocity.   
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2. Determine properties of the surface layers such as density, porosity, strength, and composition from the 
resultant crater and its formation. 
3. Study the relationship between the surface layers of a cometary nucleus and the possibly pristine materials of 
the interior by comparison of the interior of the crater with the pre-impact surface. 
4. Improve our understanding of the evolution of cometary nuclei, particularly their approach to dormancy, 
from the comparison between interior and surface.” 
 
Though not part of the original program plan, in addition to becoming the first mission to probe the interior of a comet, 
the resultant Deep Impact mission also become the world’s pioneering hypervelocity impact experiment (Figure 1). 
1. Spacecraft Overview 
For the Deep Impact mission, a dual spacecraft system was designed and manufactured. (Figure 2)  The two spacecraft, 
the Flyby and Impactor, launched together at 18:47 UTC on 12 January 2005 and separated in July 2005 24 hours before 
reaching comet Tempel 1. The comet's position at encounter was approximately 83 million miles from Earth. The Flyby 
spacecraft and its platform of instruments flew past the comet and recorded spectral data and images of the impact. The 
camera-equipped Impactor, slammed into a target site on the sunlit side of the comet at closing speeds of approximately 
23,000 mph. Images were taken by the fully autonomous Impactor up until three seconds before impact, giving scientists 
visual details never before seen of a comet's surface. 
1.1. The Flyby Spacecraft 
The Flyby spacecraft, also known as “The Mothership”, and the “Impact Characterization Asset” was the larger of the 
two spacecraft and performed all the navigation, guidance, and communication operations for the first 6 months of the Deep 
Impact mission.  The Flyby had a launch weight of 601kg, inclusive of 86kg of hydrazine monopropellant.  The Flyby was 
3.3-meters long, 1.7-meters wide and 2.3-meters high.  It was 3-axis stabilized using both propellant thrusters and 
momentum wheels.  The absolute pointing accuracy of the spacecraft was 64 microradians.  An X-band high gain antenna 
was gimbaled to allow constant earth pointing throughout the mission encounter sequence.  The data downlink rate was 200 
kilobits per second and one-way communication time was 7.4 minutes.  The Flyby instrument suite consisted of two 
components – a High-Resolution Imager (HRI) and a Medium Resolution Imager (MRI).   
 
1.2. The High-Resolution Imager 
Deep Impact’s High-Resolution Imager (HRI) was a 30-cm reflecting telescope with a 10.5-meter focal length.  The HRI 
has two image systems: a 1,024 x 1,204 pixel Fairchild split-frame-transfer CCD with an 8 position filter wheel for visual 
observations, and an infrared imaging spectrometer.  The HRI visual resolution was designed to be 2 microradians per pixel 
or 1.4 meters/pixel at the 700-km closest viewing distance to the comet Temple1.  Due to a flaw in the primary mirror, 
reminiscent of the Hubble Space Telescope’s spherical anomaly, the HRI was only able to resolve to an accuracy of 7 
meters/pixel.  De-convolution algorithms provided by the Hubble Space Telescope science community successfully 
improved the quality of the returned HRI visual images.  The HRI had a field of of approximately 1400-meters; requiring 
high pointing congruence with the Impactor spacecraft’s targeting system to ensure the Flyby HRI telescope field of view 
 
Figure 1 Deep Impact encounter with comet Tempel1, July 4, 2005 
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contained the Impactor’s impact location at encounter.  
The HRI Infrared Spectrometer (HRI-IR) provided spectroscopic coverage in the bands 1.05-  (to resolve silicates) to 
4.8-  (to resolve gases). [1](Hampton et al, 2004)  During the encounter with comet Temple1 the HRI-IR was used to 
study the distribution of existing molecules in the comet coma and the variations in the dust within the comet coma.  As the 
range shortened prior to impact, the spectrometer mapped the reflectivity of the comet nucleus.  During crater formation, the 
HRI-IR captured the evolution of the spectra of the comet material as it was ejected from the crater.  As comet Temple1 
flew past the Flyby, the HRI-IR continued to capture spectral images of the continuing outgassing from the comet crater.  
The imaging of the comet coma as the comet flew by provided imagery for the resolution of the three-dimensional structure 
of the coma.   
1.3. The Medium-Resolution Imager 
Deep Impact’s Medium Resolution Imager (MRI) on the Flyby spacecraft was used to supplement the observations 
obtained by the HRI telescope.  The MRI is a separate 12-cm telescope with a 2.1-m focal length and the same type of CCD 
focal plane / filter wheel configuration as the HRI.  The MRI was the wide angle lens to the HRI’s telephoto capability.  The 
MRI had a 5x broader field of view than the HRI.  During final approach and comet encounter the MRI was used to take 
deep images of the coma in narrow-bands to isolate the gaseous and dusty structures in the coma.  At time of impact, the 
MRI provided imaging at a higher-speed than the HRI.  With its wider field of view, the MRI was able to provide images to 
track clumps of ejecta material as the clumps were expelled into the coma, beyond the field of view of the HRI.  With its 
wide field of view, the MRI was able to capture the entire comet nucleus in single frames, as well as much of the coma.  
Additionally, the MRI was used during the encounter mission for optical navigation to the impact point with the comet 
Tempel1.  
1.4. The Impactor Spacecraft 
Figure 2 The Deep Impact Flyby and Impactor Spacecraft being prepared for launch 
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For the Deep Impact mission, the Impactor spacecraft was required to be fully autonomous, capable of guiding itself 
directly into comet Tempel1 to a well-lighted flat surface, as determined by its on-board navigation system.  Dimensionally, 
the Impactor was 1-meter in diameter and 0.8-meters in height, weighing approximately 360-kg at impact (uncertainty due 
to fuel usage).  The Impactor was a single-string version of the fully redundant Flyby spacecraft, possessing all the 
capabilities for communications, navigation, propulsion maneuvering, and visible image capture. (Figure 3)  At mission 
launch, the Impactor was nested within the Flyby spacecraft, where it remained for the six month journey to comet 
Tempel1.  The Impactor remained in the nested configuration until 24 hours prior to the planned encounter with comet 
Tempel1.  The Impactor was released from the Flyby via a spring mechanism, and the Flyby then executed a 2 arcmin divert 
maneuver to remove itself from the path of the comet.  Capability characterization exercises that were performed on the 
Flyby spacecraft during the 30 day commissioning period following launch had to be performed in the mission’s final 24 
hours on the Impactor spacecraft.  In order to minimize chemical reactions that would corrupt the encounter spectra, the 
Impactor was constructed of copper wherever possible.  The use of a noble metal greatly reduces the speed of any 
oxidation/corrosion processes that might occur during the encounter, thus allowing the ejecta material to remain pristine 
throughout the encounter observation period of July 4-6, 2005.   To enhance the crater formation and material ejection, a 
100–kg solid copper cratering mass was designed into the Impactor.  The hemispherical “bullet” shape and the high unit 
mass contributed to the extensive amount of debris that was excavated from the comet’s crater.  For navigation and science 
imaging, the Impactor spacecraft carried a single instrument, the Impactor Targeting Sensor (ITS). 
1.5. The Impactor Targeting Sensor 
Deep Impact’s Impactor Targeting Sensor (ITS) imager was a duplicate of the Flyby MRI, without the filter wheel.  The 
ITS supplied imagery to the Impactor’s navigation system in support of autonomous guidance to the comet.  At initial 
acquisition, the comet filled less than one pixel space in the ITS field of view.  Throughout the encounter sequence the 
comet grew in size within the field of view allowing the Impactor’s navigation system to refine its trajectory to optimize the 
view perspective of the Flyby spacecraft.  The final ITS image was captured 3.5 seconds before impact occurred.  (Figure 4)  
As the Impactor flew to its intercept with the comet, it encountered significant dust after entering the comet’s coma.  In 
order to protect the Impactor from the expected debris field, shielding had been installed on the encounter end of the 
Impactor.  The debris shielding, made of 5 sheets of 10-mm thick pure copper, was designed and tested to break up and 
slow the coma debris before it could penetrate to the electronics side of the Impactor.(Figure 5)   The ITS telescope was not 
protected by the shield to allow for full image operations.  The Impactor navigation system detected 4 debris hits between 
encounter-21 secs and encounter-3 secs.  Debris weight was 1-10mg, and the final debris hit was estimated at between 
100mg-1000mg. 
Figure 3  Deep Impact Impactor Spacecraft – 360kg 
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Mission Design 
1.6. Autonomous Navigation Software 
The fundamental requirement of the Deep Impact mission was for the Impactor spacecraft to impact comet Tempel1 in a 
well-lighted flat surface, while the Flyby spacecraft monitored the exact same location with its imaging systems.  Both the 
Impactor and Flyby spacecraft were required, due to ground command latency, to determine the impact location 
autonomously, with no ground interaction.  To accomplish this highly challenging task, the Deep Impact engineering, 
software, and navigation team developed the autonomous navigation software (AutoNav).  The AutoNav software provided 
the capability on both the Impactor and Flyby spacecraft to process images of the comet in near real-time and determine the 
point of impact.  For navigation guidance, AutoNav used information from the spacecraft attitude control system sensors 
(star trackers and inertial measurement units) and images from the spacecraft imaging systems on 15-sec intervals.  Using 
this data, AutoNav performed image processing, orbit determination and maneuver computations to provide target relative 
position and velocity, ∆V magnitude and inertial direction for impact targeting maneuvers, and timing adjustments for 
image sequence optimization on both spacecraft.  The AutoNav capability was heritage to NASA’s Deep Space 1 and 
Stardust missions.  
1.7. Mission Phases 
For the execution of the Deep Impact mission, six mission phases were developed: Launch, Commissioning, Cruise, 
Approach, Encounter and Playback.   
The launch phase began at the start of the mission launch countdown, and ended when the flight system was in a sun-
positive attitude and under 3-axis attitude control.  The Deep Impact mission had a 21-day launch window, beginning 30 
December, 2004.  The launch window was selected to maximize the injected mass by minimizing the launch energy 
required (11.75km2/s2 on 19 Jan 2005) to inject the spacecraft into the appropriate orbit.  Two instantaneous launch times, 
separated by 40 minutes, existed each day of the launch window.  Deep Impact launch occurred 12 January, 2005 at Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida, on a Delta II launch vehicle.  The Deep Impact spacecraft was sun pointed and in a 
safe configuration the same day, with 3-axis control being established the next morning on 13 January, 2005. 
The commissioning phase began on 13 January, 2005 and continued for 30 days.  During the commissioning phase, 
initial operation, checkout, and calibration for the spacecraft was performed.  Additionally an initial trajectory correction 
maneuver (TCM) was performed to perfect the launch vehicle insertion position.  Using the Moon as a target of opportunity, 
some initial science calibration measurements were taken.  These calibration measurements, images taken on the HRI, MRI, 
and ITS instruments, were used to establish the in-flight performance characteristics of the three visual instruments. 
The cruise phase began on 12 February, 2005 and ended May 4, 2005, 60 days prior to comet encounter.  During the 
cruise phase, monthly calibrations of the science instruments were performed, using stars as calibration sources.  
Characterization of the attitude control and navigation system also began during the cruise phase.  A second TCM was also 
performed during the cruise phase to place the spacecraft into the encounter trajectory. 
Figure 4 One of the final image from Impactor ITS 
Figure 5 Impactor debris shields (3 visible) 
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The approach phase began 4 May, 2005 and continued until 29 June, 2005, 5 days prior to encounter.  During the 
approach phase HRI observations were performed to detect the comet Tempel1.  These observations were then used to 
refine the spacecraft ephemeris and comet ephemeris.  Two TCMs were performed during the approach phase to finalize the 
spacecraft encounter trajectory.  Daily HRI images of comet Tempel1 were taken to begin characterizing the activity and 
characteristics of the comet itself. 
The encounter phase began on 30 June, 2005 and continued beyond impact to July 5, 2005. (Figure 6)  The encounter 
phase included the final two TCMs before the release of the Impactor, the 24 hour Impactor mission after release from the 
Flyby spacecraft, the Flyby deflection maneuver to remove itself from the path of the comet, the observation sequences for 
both spacecraft, and the post-impact downlinking of all collected data.  The encounter phase is most relevant to the HVIS 
community and as such it will be described in greater detail than the other phases. 
The encounter phase TCMs completed the targeting of the Impactor before its release.  TCM-4 was executed 96 hours 
prior to encounter to reduce the targeting error to well within the 30-km accuracy requirement for Impactor release.  TCM-
5, executed at encounter-30 hours provided a final, higher accuracy adjustment with a position accuracy of 2km.  The final 
TCM positioned the Flyby spacecraft directly in the trajectory of comet Tempel1, providing a good chance of achieving 
impact even if the Impactor was unable to execute any targeting maneuvers.  It will be noted here, that had the Impactor 
failed to be released from the Flyby spacecraft, a “Flyby Impact” contingency plan was in place to send the two spacecraft 
into the comet.  Ground based observations and the Hubble Space Telescope would have been the only data collection sites 
for the impact results.  Though it would have been considered mission failure for the Deep Impact program, the results of a 
“Flyby Impact” encounter would have been especially interesting to the HVIS community. 
The Impactor was released 24 hours prior to encounter with comet Tempel1 with a relative separation speed of 36 
cm/sec.  Five minutes after release, the Impactor began to fly on its own, establish inertial pointing, position the ITS toward 
the encroaching comet and initiat the communication link with the Flyby spacecraft.  The Deep Impact mission operations 
team was fortunate that with the exception of a few small issues, the Impactor spacecraft performed as expected after release 
from the Flyby and no major anomaly resolution activities were necessary during the Impactor commissioning period. 
After releasing the Impactor, the flyby spacecraft regained attitude control and turned to the proper attitude for the 
deflection maneuver of 100meters/sec to place itself a safe 500-km distance from the comet.  The flyby then slowed itself 
down to provide an 850 second delay between the time of impact and the time of closest approach to the comet.  Imaging of 
the comet resumes and all images, spectra, and Impactor data are broadcast through the 200-kps X-band telemetry link to 
the Deep Space Network (DSN) 70-meter antennas. 
Beginning 2 hours before impact, the AutoNav software on both spacecraft began processing ITS images of the comet 
nucleus to update the ephemeris data for pointing control and maneuver computations.  On the Impactor, the TCM-1 was 
executed at 100 minutes prior to encounter to begin the process of honing in on the comet target area.  The second 
maneuver, TCM-2 was executed 35 minutes prior to encounter, and the final targeting adjustment, TCM-3, was executed 
just 7.5 minutes prior to the encounter with comet Tempel1.  Impactor imaging continued from initial release to the final 
image taken 3 seconds prior to impact. 
On the Flyby spacecraft the AutoNav results were used to maintain pointing toward the comet nucleus and to update the 
predicted time of impact.  The Flyby initiated a rapid imaging sequence shortly before impact to best capture the impact 
event and to characterize the ejecta and to attempt to characterize the crater formation.  Imaging and spectral data were 
collected on the flyby spacecraft until it reached a distance of 700km from the comet nucleus.  At that time the spacecraft 
Figure 6 Deep Impact Encounter Phase 
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maneuvered into a shield position and passed safely through the coma of Tempel1 with no discernable damage.  22 minutes 
later, the Flyby exited shield mode and began collection of lookback images of the opposite side of the comet nucleus.  Data 
downlink continued at 200-kb/sec throughout the encounter phase. 
The playback phase began 5 July, 2005 and continued to 3 August, 2005.  The playback phase provided time to perform 
redundant playbacks of stored encounter data.  Lookback imaging continued through 6 July.  During this phase the mission 
operations team also characterized the health of the Flyby in the event of an extend mission.    
2. Encounter with Comet Tempel1 
As the Impactor approached comet Tempel 1's nucleus it encountered two significant trajectory deflections. [2](A’Hearn 
et al, 2005)  The first, at 20 seconds before impact, the Impactor collided with a dust particle, rotating the Impactor so that it 
was no longer pointed at the impact point. AutoNav righted the spacecraft but ten seconds later the Impactor collided with 
another dust particle, and AutoNav again corrected the spacecraft's orientation.  Along the encounter path, the ITS lens was 
abraded by multiple dust particle impacts, progressively reducing the optical quality of the images.  The effective resolution 
of the final Impactor ITS image was about 3 meters per pixel, taken approximately 3.5-seconds prior to impact. 
 As the Impactor entered the nucleus, or shortly thereafter, a brilliant flash, lasting less than two tenths of a second, 
appeared as the Impactor and part of Tempel 1 vaporized.  (Figure 7)  The first flash was followed by a second presumably 
originating deeper within the comet. The second flash was brighter still and it momentarily saturated some pixels in the 
instruments on the flyby spacecraft. 
Subsequently, an ejecta curtain of hot gas and dust emerged from the crater. The material in the curtain moved more 
slowly than material in the plume associated with the flashes. 
As the curtain expanded out of the forming crater its peak brightness increased until it reached its maximum brightness 
after three to four seconds. Several bright rays are seen emanating from the somewhat asymmetric cone. 
Material in the curtain, consisting of gas and dust, moved more slowly than the vaporized gas in the plume but 
nevertheless was traveling from five to seven kilometers per second. The gas consisted mostly of steam and carbon dioxide 
whose temperature was initially over 1000 degrees Kelvin.  
The solid component of the curtain consisted of fine dust about 1 to 100 micrometers in size.  The ejecta curtain became 
optically thin relatively slowly. After more than 13 minutes the optical thickness was still significant. 
There was much more material in the curtain than expected indicating that the strength of the material lying within tens 
of meters of the comet's surface was very weak and powdery. Therefore the ejecting gas and dust were able to tear an 
unexpectedly great amount of material from the crater as it forms. 
Tempel 1's gravity was not very strong. [3](A’Hearn et al, 2005)  It was not able to hold the ejecta back and most of it 
was able to escape into space. However, some of the dust did fall back onto the surface of the comet.  
The comet's gravity was strong enough, to prevent the last ejecta expelled from the crater from getting very far from the 
surface. Thus the bottom of the plume remained essentially in contact with the rim of the crater indicating that the ejecta 
was gravity-controlled rather than strength-controlled.  The ejecta cone on the surface of Tempel 1 was greater than 300 
meters across at its base even at early stages of excavation. 
The depth and diameter of the resultant crater were determined by several properties, mainly the strength of gravity at the 
surface of Tempel 1, and the strength (shear yield-stress) of the material comprising the crater wall. In the case of Tempel 1, 
Figure 7  Image Sequence of Impactor Spacecraft Encounter with Comet Tempel1 
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the comet's gravity, although small, overpowered the shear strength of the ice-entrained dust that comprises its interior.  
Estimates placed the depth of comet Tempel1’s powdery surface layer at tens of meters. But a final size for the crater was 
not observed during the Deep Impact mission as a result of obscuration due to the debris field. 
3. Stardust flyby of Comet Tempel1 
On 14 February, 2011, NASA’s Stardust-NExT (New Exploration of Tempel1) mission performed a near flyby of comet 
Tempel1.  The Stardust spacecraft flew within 181 kilometers of Tempel1, providing the science communities with its first 
clear view of the Deep Impact encounter location.  The science community estimated the crater to be 150-m in diameter, 
with a bright mound in the center likely created when material from the impact fell back into the crater.   (Figures 8, 9) 
4. Conclusion 
As a NASA Discovery Program experiment, the Deep Impact mission was considered to be one of the most challenging 
unmanned missions ever attempted.  The primary challenge of the Deep Impact mission – to have the Impactor hit a lit, flat 
surface on the comet while the Flyby spacecraft pointed its two imaging systems at the exact same location to capture the 
encounter – is not a challenge that a hypervelocity impact mission will necessarily face.   But Deep Impact also did not face 
many of the difficult challenges that a hypervelocity impact mission will encounter.  For Deep Impact, the target comet 
Tempel1 was in an elliptic orbit with a 5 year period so the comet was well known and characterized.  Tempel1 was 5-km in 
diameter and visible by ground observation.  Through sublimation, comet Tempel1 became highly visible as its orbit 
approached perihelion, making for a highly visible target.  And the Deep Impact team was afforded the luxury of time – 5 
years from program award to comet encounter.  The Deep Impact mission was challenging.  A hypervelocity impact mission 
will be even more challenging.    
Deep Impact was a success and accomplished all of the program’s primary science objectives.   And as the world’s first 
hypervelocity impact experiment, Deep Impact illustrated empirically the challenges a hypervelocity mission will incur.  
With a 5 year period of performance, $300M+ of funding, and 400+ program personnel Deep Impact was successful in its 
encounter with a well-known, well characterized comet.  But the 360-kg Impactor traveling at 10-km/sec with an impact 
force the equivalent of 4.5 tons of TNT [3](Dornheim, 2005) left hardly a scar on the surface of the comet, and did not 
affect or alter the comet’s orbit.   
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